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"U.S. employees spend 2.8 hours per week dealing with conflict in 2008" 

http://img.en25.com/Web/CPP/Conflict_report.pdf 

http://img.en25.com/Web/CPP/Conflict_report.pdf


Impact of Conflicts

Poor Morale 

Delayed Decision Making

Legal Action

Stress-Related Medical Issues

https://pollackpeacebuilding.com/blog/cost-of-conflict-in-the-workplace/ 

https://pollackpeacebuilding.com/blog/cost-of-conflict-in-the-workplace/


Impact of Conflicts

"...conflict can lead to positive outcomes, such as a 
better understanding of others, improved solutions to 
problems or challenges, and major innovation. Roughly 
three quarters of workers reported positive outcomes 
that resulted from conflict – results that in all likelihood 
would not have been produced if conflict was not 
initiated."

http://img.en25.com/Web/CPP/Conflict_report.pdf 
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"The question for management, therefore, is not whether 
it can be avoided or mitigated; the real concern is how 
conflict is dealt with."

http://img.en25.com/Web/CPP/Conflict_report.pdf 
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How do you deal 
with conflicts?



What is your approach to conflicts?



Conflict Style Assessment



CollaboratingCompeting

Avoiding Accommodating

Compromising

Importance of Relationship
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Prepare the Team!





Conflict Style Assessment



Work Agreements & Behavior

● Always assume best intentions
● Keep communication going
● Don't use email or chat
● Face-to-face communication
● Listen to each other



When a Conflict 
happens

And it escalates!



The Conflict Resolution Approach

● Described by David I. Cleland
● Based on nonviolent communication
● Involve all team members
● Change the room/location
● Face to face if possible
● Turn on webcams

● Have faith in yourself
● Be ready for emotions and accept emotions



The Steps

1. Is the team committed
2. What are the facts
3. What is the actual conflict about
4. What is the impact on the team and organization
5. What are possible (alternative) solutions
6. Select a solution



Is the team committed?

Ask all team members if they want to resolve the conflict

"John, do you want to resolve this conflict?”

When people are not committed, it will not work. 



What are the facts?

What really happened?

1. An action or event that happened in the past
2. Observed/Confirmed by two or more people

Don't connect emotions to facts



Impact on the team and organization

● Emotions
● Delays in creating value
● Less value created
● Trust

Help team members to understand the value of resolving 
the conflict.



Possible (alternative) solutions

● Two solutions are (probably) already known
● What other solutions are possible?
● Who could help coming up with alternative solutions?

● Help each other to improve the solutions:
○ “I like it because … and to improve I would …”



Select a solution!

Pick a solution!

Remember everyone said they want to resolve the 
conflict!



“Good enough for now, safe enough to try”

- Sociocracy 3.0



Objections vs Concerns

An objection is an argument that reveals consequences or 
risks you’d rather avoid, or demonstrates worthwhile ways to 
improve.

A concern is an assumption that cannot (for now at least) be 
backed up by reasoning or enough evidence to prove its 
relevance or validity to those who are considering it.



The Steps

1. Is the team committed
2. What are the facts
3. What is the actual conflict about
4. What is the impact on the team and organization
5. What are possible (alternative) solutions
6. Select a solution



Let's add one more step
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